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NEW QUESTION: 1
You set the maximum size of the diagnostic collection
repository by issuing this command asroot.tfact1 set
reposizeMB=5120 You then notice that the current repository
size is 5 GB and that old files are not being purged.
Which statement is true?
A. Thetfact1command fails because it can be set only by the
Oracle software owner.
B. TFA does not collect new diagnostic data when the maximum
repository size is reached.
C. TFA collects new diagnostic data but logs a warning message.
D. TFA collects new diagnostic data while the repository
directory's file system has free space.
E. TFA collects new diagnostic data if theMax Size of TFA Log

parameter value is greater than 5 GB.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription.
In Azure, you create two virtual machines named VM1 and VM2.
You need to ensure that any virtual hard disks that the VMs use
are not replicated between datacenters.
Which settings should you modify?
A. cloud services
B. storage account
C. virtual machine
D. Azure subscription
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-introduc
tion

NEW QUESTION: 3
_______ is the primary alloying agent that affects resistance
to oxidation.
A. Aluminum
B. Silicon
C. Chromium
D. Molybdenum
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement defines Public Key Infrastructure? Security is
provided:
A. by authentication.
B. by Certificate Authorities, digital certificates, and
two-way symmetric-key encryption.
C. via both private and public keys, without the use of digital
Certificates.
D. by Certificate Authorities, digital certificates, and public
key encryption.
Answer: D
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